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Schaeffer s 266 citrol sds

Citrol is a safe, biodegradable saff saffer with amazing cleaning power. Citrol overcomes solvents, solvent emulsions and alkaline cleaners to remove heavy fats, carbonized oils, gear lubricants, grease build-up, oily deposits, tar and rye deposits. Equally effective in soaking tanks, pressure spray, foam
and manual cleaning methods, or in high pressure cleaning applications outdoors. One of the few solvents hard enough to remove stubborn printer ink reduces the environmental reporting requirements of citrol® is a powerful dedeaner that falls outside EPA and OSHA hazardous waste regulations when
mixed with water. Schaeffer developed the products because the EPA and OSHA are moving toward requiring a gallon for gallon use-and-disposal records of all petroleum products. This means that if you buy 55 gallons of kerosene or Stoddard Solvent, you will have to charge for the disposal of all 55
gallons. Citrol® is a biodegradable citrus-based solution. Super General Purpose Cleaner When it comes to using Citrol® first choice in cleaners, don't stop at work. Citrol® works great at home. Keep a can in your workshop, garage and laundry room for hundreds of other applications, including: Glues -
Blood - Wax on Candles - Auto Tuk - Crayons Brands - Magic Markers - Lipstick - Makeup - Gum - Stickers - Soap Scum - Abrasions - Shoe Polish - Tree Sap - And much, much more! (Note: Point test on a small area before all use.) Cuts the heaviest fat Nothing is heavier than an open gear lubricant. It's



strong, it's cheap, and it sticks to everything it touches, even worse than tar. We compared Citrol® and one of our leading competitors. We used a stainless steel sink with our toughest grease - Schaeffer silver lubricant with open gear. We poured two ounces of #266 Citrol® on the right side and the
leading competitor on the left. Use Citrol® Straight or diluted with water industrial equipment De facto: for de-de-deleting mill stands, machinery, forklifts, conveyors, oil cellars, tar pumps and valves. Industrial cleaner: Cleaning floors, walls, production machines and mobile devices. In store: De-demate
engines, gearboxes, engines, bushings, parts, floors, walls and remove road tar and dirt from trucks, dozers and tractors. Waste treatment plants: De-de-dease, clean and deodorize lifting stations, wet wells and walls, footbridges, bar screens, sludge pumps, calamity and troughs, transmission pipes and
equipment. On site: To de grease the laches, remove the open lubricant, clean shovels, tow lines and underground equipment, flushing bushings, clean home rails and rollers, remove dust and dirt from the mobile device. Replaces Need for Vapor De-decharging 99% reusable (virtually eliminates disposal
costs) also save money because you use half as much. In fact, for most jobs, it dilutes 5:1 with water. Water. of all, Citrol® is 99% reused. After settling down and high-end skimming, citrol ® retains its powerful cleaning ability. This will reduce disposal charges because you will only get rid of oily oily
contaminants, not cleaning cold. For lighter work, lighten the Citrol® water, up to 15:1. On very light tasks such as cleaning floors, wax stripping, up to 30:1 and more. Advantages of Citrol® over other solvents: Biodegradable - Environmentally friendly - Non-toxic - High solvency - Unregulated (when mixed
with water) - High flash point Citrol® is an excellent substitute for: Hazardous solvents - Chlorinated solvents - Fluorocarbons - Aliphatic solvents Dozens of ways, how to use Citrol®: As parts demagreaser - Use in pressure washes (but not steam cleaner ) - Dissolves paraffin waxes - Removes ink for
rollers and packaging machines - As a safety solvent - As a paint thinner - For de-greasing and cleaning plastics* - Dissolves adhesives and adhesives - Removes tar and asphalt deposits from asphalt equipment and paving equipment - Removes road tar from cars and trucks* and is approved #266 by
the USDA for use in needy food processing areas. * Plastics, aluminum and lacquered surfaces: Spot test for discoloration and surface damage before use. Rinse immediately with water after use. Attention: Always wash your hands after use. Safety data sheet Special attention to technical data: Our
database consists of both safety data sheets and safety data sheets. Carefully check the (M)SDS below to see if this is the version you are looking for. New SDS required by OSHA are added daily, to check newer versions of the safety data sheet, find SDS from another production, or search for other
SDS, use our free MSDS online database. Saturday, February 21, 2015 - 3:28AM Schaeffer Manufacturing Co. Schaeffer's 0266-011S Citrol® or 0266LV-011S Citrol® LV Cleaner and Industrial Desaner (16oz can) is: concentrated, biodegradable, environmentally friendly, water soluble, heavy, organic
citrus base, solvent cleaner and deseller. Choose 266 or 266LV (Low VOC). NOTE: The 266LV will be automatically shipped to California on orders. Citrol® is designed for use in most industrial, transport or general maintenance and sauling operations. Citrol® je skvělou volbou pro nahrazení
nebezpečných, alifatických, aromatických, chlorovaných, fluorokarbonových, alkalických, kyselých nebo ropných rozpouštědlových základních čisticích prostředků a odmašťovadel. The citrol® contains no unacceptable petroleum spirits, petroleum hydrocarbons or chlorinated solvents, making the rover
environmentally acceptable for use. Citrol® is specially developed from a combination of organic solvents based on citrus and a surfactant emulsifier. This combination is provided to Citrol® cleaned and unased quickly. Citrol® penetrates and picks up various soils, impurities, inks, oil, oils, fats fats so that
they can be easily removed by rinsing the water. Plastics, aluminium and lacquered surfaces should be tested for discoloration and surface damage before using the site. Rinse immediately with water after use. For more information, please refer to the download details. VOC Regulations: CA: Citrol 266 is
not for sale in California. Choose Citrol Low VOC 266LV CO, CT, DE, MD, NH, RI, UT: The product is only for use in the production process. DC, IL, IN, MA, ME, MI, NJ, NY, OH, PA, VA: Not for retail sale. For more information on Schaeffer oil go to stores.buy1oils.com Call (360) 336-2319 Rev 8.20
266LV Read more Buy 3 or higher and get 3% off Description Videos Learn more Schae 0266-011S Citrol® or 0266LV-011S Citrol® LV Cleaner and Industrial Saeed (16oz can) is: concentrated, biodegradable, environmentally friendly, water soluble, heavy, organic citrus base, solvent cleaner and juicer.
Choose 266 or 266LV (Low VOC). NOTE: The 266LV will be automatically shipped to California on orders. Citrol® is designed for use in most industrial, transport or general maintenance and sauling operations. Citrol® je skvělou volbou pro nahrazení nebezpečných, alifatických, aromatických,
chlorovaných, fluorokarbonových, alkalických, kyselých nebo ropných rozpouštědlových základních čisticích prostředků a odmašťovadel. The citrol® contains no unacceptable petroleum spirits, petroleum hydrocarbons or chlorinated solvents, making the rover environmentally acceptable for use. Citrol® is
specially developed from a combination of organic solvents based on citrus and a surfactant emulsifier. This combination gives Citrol the ® to quickly clean and unmay. Citrol® penetrates and picks up various soils, impurities, inks, oil, oils, fats and fats, so they can be easily removed by rinsing the water.
Plastics, aluminium and lacquered surfaces should be tested for discoloration and surface damage before using the site. Rinse immediately with water after use. For more information, please refer to the download details. VOC Regulations: CA: Citrol 266 is not for sale in California. Choose Citrol Low VOC
266LV CO, CT, DE, MD, NH, RI, UT: The product is only for use in the production process. DC, IL, IN, MA, ME, MI, NJ, NY, OH, PA, VA: Not for retail sale. For more information on Schaeffer oil go to stores.buy1oils.com Call (360) 336-2319 Rev 8.20 266LV Transport: Calculated at Citrol checkout is a
safe, biodegradable discarder cleaner with amazing cleaning power. Citrol overcomes solvents, solvent emulsions and alkaline cleaners to remove heavy fats, carbonized oils, gear lubricants, grease build-up, oily deposits, tar and rye deposits. Equally effective in soaking tanks, pressure spray, foam and
manual cleaning methods, or in high pressure cleaning applications One of the few solvents hard enough to remove stubborn printer ink reduces the environmental reporting requirements of citrol® is a powerful dedeaner that falls outside EPA and OSHA hazardous waste regulations when mixed with
water. Schaeffer developed the products because the EPA and OSHA are moving toward requiring a gallon for gallon use-and-disposal records of all petroleum products. This means that if you buy 55 gallons of kerosene or Stoddard Solvent, you will have to charge for the disposal of all 55 gallons.
Citrol® is a biodegradable citrus-based solution. Super General Purpose Cleaner When it comes to using Citrol® first choice in cleaners, don't stop at work. Citrol® works great at home. Keep a can in your workshop, garage and laundry room for hundreds of other applications, including: Glues - Blood -
Wax on Candles - Auto Tuk - Crayons Brands - Magic Markers - Lipstick - Makeup - Gum - Stickers - Soap Scum - Abrasions - Shoe Polish - Tree Sap - And much, much more! (Note: Point test on a small area before all use.) Cuts the heaviest fat Nothing is heavier than an open gear lubricant. It's strong,
it's cheap, and it sticks to everything it touches, even worse than tar. We compared Citrol® and one of our leading competitors. We used a stainless steel sink with our toughest grease - Schaeffer silver lubricant with open gear. We poured two ounces of #266 Citrol® on the right side and the leading
competitor on the left. Use Citrol® Straight or diluted with water industrial equipment De facto: for de-de-deleting mill stands, machinery, forklifts, conveyors, oil cellars, tar pumps and valves. Industrial cleaner: Cleaning floors, walls, production machines and mobile devices. In store: De-demate engines,
gearboxes, engines, bushings, parts, floors, walls and remove road tar and dirt from trucks, dozers and tractors. Waste treatment plants: De-de-dease, clean and deodorize lifting stations, wet wells and walls, footbridges, bar screens, sludge pumps, calamity and troughs, transmission pipes and
equipment. On site: To de grease the laches, remove the open lubricant, clean shovels, tow lines and underground equipment, flushing bushings, clean home rails and rollers, remove dust and dirt from the mobile device. Replaces Need for Vapor De-demaking 99% reusable (virtually eliminates disposal
costs) Citrol® also saves money because you use half as much. In fact, for most jobs, it dilutes 5:1 with water. Best of all, the Citrol® is 99% reusable. After settling down and high-end skimming, citrol ® retains its powerful cleaning ability. This will reduce disposal charges because you will only get rid of
oily oily contaminants, not cleaning cold. For lighter work, lighten the Citrol® up to 15:1. On very light tasks such as cleaning floors, wax stripping, up to 30:1 and more. Advantages of citrol® compared to other solvents: Biodegradable degradable Environmentally friendly - Non-toxic - High solvency -
Unregulated (when mixed with water) - High flash point Citrol® is an excellent substitute for: Dangerous solvents - Chlorinated solvents - Fluorocarbons - Aliphatic solvents Dozens of ways to use Citrol®: As parts degreaser - Use in pressure washers (but not steam cleaners) - Dissolves paraffin waxes -
Removes ink for rollers and packaging machines - As a safety solvent - As a paint thinner - For dedusting and cleaning plastics* - Dissolves glue and adhesives - Removes tar and asphalt deposits from asphalt equipment and paving equipment - Removes road tar from cars and trucks* and is approved
#266 by the USDA for use in inedible food areas. * Plastics, aluminum and lacquered surfaces: Spot test for discoloration and surface damage before use. Rinse immediately with water after use. Attention: Always wash your hands after use. Safety data sheet Technical data
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